Abstract-The emulation of a nonadaptive, binary decision feedback equalizer, operating on a noiseless, finite impulse response channel by a feedforward multilayer processor is considered. This feedforward perceptron equalizer comprises a triangular array of hard-limiting processing elements. The functional similarity between the two systems is exploited to obtain a tight upper bound on the probability of error as a function of the number of layers, using the theory of finite state Markov processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper is motivated by a current trend-the application of multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural networks in the equalization of channel for digital communication. As has been confirmed by experimental studies [I], [2], MLP neural networks are definite candidates for the development of new equalization strategies. Seeking to justify from a theoretical standpoint the use of nonlinear feedforward processors (like the conventional MLP neural network) in equalization, we consider a tuned, noiseless decision feedback equalizer (DFE) operating on a linear finite impulse response (FIR) channel. We derive a related feedforward multilayer processor or feedfonvard perceptron equalizer (FPE) that emulates this well-studied device. The analysis leading to the upper bound on the error probability relies heavily on the theory of finite-state Markov process [3] .
The FPE structure we derive may be cast, in the noiseless case, as a multilayer perceptron feedforward neural network. In general, however, it has a nonstandard structure akin to a (systolic array) parallel processing architec-ture. The processing elements are hard-limiting perceptrons which compute the signum function sgn(.) of the weighted sum of their inputs. The matrix of interconnection weights is Toeplitz and upper triangular, and can be related directly to the vector of feedback tap gains in the DFE. Unlike MLP neural networks whose weights may be chosen freely, the parameters of the FPE are constrained so that only a few may vary independently. If we have knowledge of the communications channel, then we know what the weights must be if the FPE is to emulate a DFE.
In Section 11, we present the conventional decision feedback equalizer and detail an unwrapping procedure which, when truncated, results in a multilayer processor with hard-limiting nodes and feedback. (We ignore the front-end linear filter which is usually incorporated in the DFE to cancel precursor intersymbol interference). By disconnecting the feedback of decisions made in the distant past, we obtain our feedforward perceptron equalizer. We give some low-order illustrations and show how the structure generalizes to an arbitrary number of layers.
In Section 111-A, we introduce a finite-state Markov process (FSMP) description of the DFE [4] , and specialize to the tuned (nonadaptive), noise-free case for simplicity. We extend the model to embrace both the DFE and the feedforward neural network by enlarging the state space. In Section 111-B, we define a worst case channel class (i.e., channels guaranteeing the worst bit error rate performance for any channel of the same order). We subsequently apply FSMP theory (developed in Section 111-C) to upper bound the noiseless error probability of the FPE (Section 111-D). This bound is a function of the number of layers in the FPE. We also give a simple numerical example demonstrating that, in the presence of noise, an FPE with enough layers does indeed emulate a decision feedback equalizer.
A. Unwrapping the Decision Feedback Equalizer
Conventional MLP neural networks are highly interconnected systems whose analysis is, in general, very difficult. Our motivation in this work is to determine a specific MLP structure tailored to perform as a nonlinear equalizer. As will be seen, the new structure is amenable to analysis, and it is possible to obtain a bound on its performance. To this end, we consider a binary decision feedback equalizer, operating on a finite impulse response 0018-9448/93$03.00 O 1993 IEEE channel, corrupted by additive zero-mean white Gaussian n.
noise n,. At the output of the channel, the measured signal is
where {hi} are the impulse response coefficients and {u,} is a sequence of equiprobable, independent binary data (not directly measurable). The DFE (Fig. 1) generates an estimate of the input signal (based on its past decisions) given by
where sgn(x) = 1 if x 2 0. The feedback tap gains d,(k) are adapted to cancel the intersymbol interference introduced by the channel. We will only be concerned with the analysis of the nonadaptive system in which the d,(k) = d,,Vj, are constant. We lose no generality in assuming that the cursor h, = 1.
We develop an alternative recursive representation of (2) by "unwrapping" the DFE, and in so doing, introduce a delay in the computation of the decisions. This proceeds as follows. At the first step, we write
and substitute for a,-, in (2), thus obtaining At the next step, we eliminate ilk_, [which appears twice
After d such steps, we obtain a highly nested composition of sgn(.) functions whose functional form can be written as
There are, in fact, d + 1 degrees of nesting in this expression, and we can interpret these as the layers in a recur- sive multilayer processor whose external inputs are the {y,,..., yk-,), whose feedback inputs are the {fikPd-l,..-, u~-~-~} , and whose output is L,. The processing elements are nodes which compute the sign of the weighted sum of their inputs. Fig. 2 depicts a typical node.
Intuitively, it is reasonable to expect that the dependence of Lik on the past decisions lik -,-, decreases as we
. This is equivalent to the effect of earlier decisions ceasing to influence later decisions in the DFE, given a large enough time delay, we give substance to this claim in the following sections. Suppose, then, that we can ignore decisions in the distant past, we consider disconnecting the feedback implied in (5) by setting the arguments involving past decisions to zero, obtaining If our intuition is correct, then with high probability and given a large number of layers (d large), we would have lik = 6,. It is instructive to visualize (6) as a multilayer feedfonvard processor with signum nodes. We illustrate in Fig. 3 the corresponding system in the d = 2 case by setting = 0, j 1 3 in (4). Before proceeding with the general case embodied by (6), we make a short digression to examine the noiseless feedfonvard version of (4) with d = 2, which may be expressed as This is depicted in Fig. 4 for a channel length L = 2. Of course, in practice, the input sequence {u,} and the channel parameters are unknown, but the purpose of Fig. 4 is only to show how Fig. 3 can be captured in a standard MLP framework.
Returning to the general ( d + 1)-layer structure described before in (6), it is fairly easy to generalize the low-order cases to arrive at the diagram in Fig. 5 , which will be referred to in the sequel as a (d + 1)-layer FPE.
We have deliberately drawn Fig. 5 to accentuate its Toeplitz structure (i.e., the weight of the branch connecting node i in layer k to node i + j in layer k + 1 is -dj, independently of i). We alert the reader to the following important differences between 
ANALYSIS OF NOISELESS ERROR PROBABILITY

A. Finite-State Markov Process Description
We can model the DFE, and consequently the FPE, using the theory of discrete time, finite-state Markov processes [3] (this follows from the independence assumption on the input sequence). Referring to (1) and (21, the input is u, and we choose as the state vector. There are 4L states in total if all elements are binary. However, in this case, we can reduce the number of states to 3L since the DFE is assumed to be tuned in the sense that d, = hi, j E {I;.., L} by defining the state where each component e, = u, -G, can take the values + 2 or 0. Henceforth, we only deal with the tuned case. We denote by k 5 ' the set of all 3L Ek-states. By way of simplification, as is standard in the analysis of error propagation of DFE's [5] , [61, we consider only the noise-free case (n, = 0 V K ) so that the unique absorbing state of the FSMP is E, = 0. To see this, note that the error state satisfies a simple shift register property:
where H L [h,;.., hLI', I,, is the identity matrix of order n, and 0, is a column vector of n zeros. If E, = 0, then for all inputs, we have
and the DFE remains in the zero-error state.
Returning to the recursive representation of the DFE described in the last section, we see that the output, in the absence of noise, can be viewed as depending on the sequence of inputs u,-,;.-, u, and the initial state Ek-,. Referring to (5), we introduce the notation
We also define an extended state & having the same form as E,, but in which the decisions which appear in the initial state may take the additional value zero. Now, each element 2, of the extended error state may take one of five possible values: 0, f 1, f 2, so there are a total of 5L Ek-states comprising the set g. Of course, a DFE with an initial state in g reverts to a DFE with state in 2? after L time units because the binary decisions being fed back will displace the initial conditions. The concept of a DFE with an extended state-space will allow us to model the effect of omitting the feedback part, i.e., old decisions, in the recursive representation for the DFE ( 3 , thus obtaining a feedforwardperceptron equalizer structure generated by
ii ,-,
in the noiseless case and by (6) in the noisy case. In the above, ii, is binary, but by the notation ii,-,-, := 0, we imply that any feedback paths in the recursive representation (9) have been deleted. Note that the same ii, as (10) would be generated by a DFE initialized in an abnormal initial state Ek-, with fictitious past decisions a,-, -, = 0 ,..., i;,-,-, = 0 and fed by the sequence of inputs u,_,, . . . , u,. Thus, the FPE in (10) is effectively a "sliding window7' version of the DFE which resets its initial conditions at each time instant. We shall have more to say about this in Section 111-D. Fig. 6 ). Subsequently, the transition probability matrix can be partitioned as B. Worst Case Channels where With a view to developing a tight performance bound, we now determine a class of channel on which the FPE has a probability of 3 of having the same sign as HIE,.) Since E, = 0 is the unique absorbing class (containing Since we are dealing with extended error states, this only E, = O), the eigenvalues of Q are less than one (in framework also includes the FPE. Channels satisfying (11) magnitude) [31, [71. Let Tk be the (L + l)-vector whose will be termed worst case channels. For example, any ith component T,,~ is the probability of the aggregated channel (with h, = 1) whose parameters belong to the set system state at time k being L + 1 -i:
will fall into the worst case category. l-his is because the This state distribution vector evolves according to hj have been spaced far enough apart that no linear combination with coefficients in the set (0, _f 1, + 2) has T , +~ = PT,.
magnitude less than one. Now, suppose the initial error state & E 2 induces the As an illustration, consider the L = 2 case. We may state distribution T, at time 1. The probability of the, take h, = 1.2 and h, = 3.5, so that system failing to reach the absorbing state E, at time with (12) as and make repeated use of (14), we have
L in which 5, is an initial distribution across nonzero aggregated error states E,.
We can obtain an upper bound on the noiseless error recovery probability for a DFE by setting 1 = 0 in (16) and applying the power method to the matrix Q. This yields a bound that behaves asymptotically (for large k) as o(A~), where A, E (0,l) is the dominant eigenvalue of Q. The computation for the bound is relatively straightforward and can also be applied to the FPE by virtue of the extended state space FSMP model. In the FPE case, however, the bound is on the error probability.
D. Noiseless Error Probability Bound for the FPE
We now concretize the link between the DFE and the FPE with a view to applying the FSMP analysis described before, treating the noiseless case for simplicity. At each time instant k, the FPE (10) is equivalent (in the sense of producing the same output from a given sequence of inputs) to a (turned, noiseless) DFE that has been initialized in the nonzero error state
E E? (17) at time k -d. Recall that we have forced iik-,-, = 0 for
We can reformulate (10) in a way which reflects more lucidly the internal structure of the FPE. We denote by y;(l I i 4 d + 1) the internal binary decision generated at the ith layer of the network, used in computing the eventual output ii, at time k. (Hence, y; is the output of the ith diagonal node in the FPE of Fig. 5 when di = hi and there is no noise.) These preliminary decisions are obtained iteratively as follows:
and ii, = y,d+'. Note that we have assigned yki = 0 for i < 1 to match the initial conditions and produce the same ii, as in (10). Thus, ii, is the output of an FSMP with initial state E,_, driven by the input sequence {u,-,,.a*, -u,), and passing though the sequence of states
In what follows, we take [I, H'] to be a worst case channel and aggregate the states according to Definition 1.
We can calculate the probability that the FPE decision is correct at time k, supposing an "initial" state distribution .rr,-,.
We use Bayes' rule to condition on the aggre- Now, the €,-states have the transition diagram, Fig. 6 , corresponding to the choice of a worst case channel. Hence, in the absorbing state E, = 0, the probability of the correct decision is 1, whereas for all states ( E , # 0)
outside the absorbing state, this probability is i. We now
However, unlike the DFE, the "initial" distribution .rr,_, (for each k) is not arbitrary. In fact, all "initial" error The above bound is tight in the sense that certain channels that realize the bound exist, but on practical channels (e.g., with decaying impulse responses), fewer layers would be required to obtain the same noiseless error probability. In order to obtain a tight bound on the noiseless error probability for channels which are not worst case, we could still apply FSMP analysis. In general, however, it would not be possible to aggregate the FSMP model to obtain the simple L-state description used above, so the full SL-state nonaggregated FSMP would need to be used.
E. Asymptotic Form of the Bound
Applying the noiseless error bound result for the DFE found in [6], it is easy to deduce the following asymptotic form of the bound in Corollary 1 stated below without proof.
Corollary 2: The noiseless error probability of the feedforward perceptron equalizer, when operating on a worst case channel of order L, asymptotically satisfies Pr(ii, # u,) = ia,*~f For long channel impulse responses, A, approaches unity. We can obtain a further asymptotic expression by expanding the term a: in Corollary 2. Since A, < 1, we .
.
have p > +, and therefore Xi=, p' > 1 -(i)j. After some manipulations, we obtain
The above formula overbounds the noiseless error probability of the FPE derived from a DFE tuned to the channel as a function of the channel length alone (for any number of layers). It would be possible to incorporate noise into the error bound in much the same way as the treatment in [9] .
F. Nonadaptiue Pe$ormance of the Presence of Noise
It will be apparent from the next example that the FPE structure can attain performance equaling that of a DFE when operating on an FIR channel in the presence of noise. In Fig. 7 , the bit error rate of a DFE on a [I, 2, 11 binary partial response channel has been simulated (over 10"oints) at a single-to-noise ratio of 10 dB (where the SNR is defined as 10 log,, a 2 (dB) where a 2 is the variance of the white Gaussian noise). On the same graph, we show the simulated error probability versus the number of layers (minus one) of an FPE whose weights have been tuned to the channel coefficients. For this example, the two systems perform with effectively the same probability of error when the number of layers is 50 or greater. We mention that an MLP equalizer with only three layers is capable of better performance than a DFE [2] . However, the FPE has much lower connectivity than the standard MLP neural network; in addition, many of the weights (dj in Fig. 5 for j > L ) can be set to zero with no appreciable effect on performance.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We have addressed the problem of deriving a feedforward perceptron equalizer which approximates a nonadaptive DFE on a given channel with desired accuracy. The computation of a tight bound on the noiseless error probability of such a system, as a function of the number of layers, was effected by using a finite-state Markov process for a worst case channel. The noiseless assumption was used to simplify the presentation. A numerical example showed that the asymptotic performance of an FPE operating on a noisy second-order channel is the same as that of the DFE from which it derives.
We stress here that the upper bound on the FPE's performance is in no way representative of the achievable performance of more general perceptron-based equalizers such as [I], [2] . Indeed, it is possible to devise MLP structures which outperform the DFE (although they may require a larger decision delay than the latter). As previously mentioned, however, the analysis of general MLP networks and equalizers is still an open problem.
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